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By Rosanne Santora 
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It is exciting being on here out on the West Coast, especially when it is the first time you've been out from the East. It is also rather exciting to be at a meeting with so many of you who are doing things and participating in exciting projects. 

I have investigated whether Puerto Rican women from low income families in New York City can be taught to use their financial resources more effectively. 

What was the project? It is a 36-page report sponsored by the United States Office of Education. It has assorted detailed materials, cards, all directed to low income Spanish-speaking people. 

This research project is more than a written report, a set of slides, a story in pictures and a group of new and useful teaching materials. It is more than all of that. What is it? What did we try to do? We wanted to develop teaching materials for those people who need them most. No longer the middle income consumer or the suburban home with the station wagon and two children. These are urban people, these are people with not too much money, these are people with limited education, with limited experience. What can you do for them? What are their problems? How do you meet them? We worked with 75 women in a westside community of New York City for about seven months. 

CHALLENGING, UNIQUE DYNAMIC EXPERIENCE 

Our goal was teaching adult women from Puerto Rican families in New York City to use their financial resources more effectively. It was a project that made people think and act and work. It made people change their minds about things. It was a challenging, unique and dynamic experience for all involved. These Puerto Rican homemakers did learn how to select meats more carefully, and they learned how to shop for glasses, and they learned what the credit union is all about. And this project really brought this community together. These were people who did not talk together very much; they knew the people in their own building and some on their own block. The project brought these people together, attracted by their common problems. Some of the problems revolved around consumer information. Where could they get it? What were the sources? Who were the people they could trust? Today there's a growing organization in that same community. It's called The Self Help Program of Puerto Rican Women in Chelsea. 

What do they do? They work with other Puerto Rican women, some who are just moving into the area. They help them get started. They are beginning to share their knowledge. Really, we gave them very little, but they absorbed all of it. It is one of the most active women's organizations in the community and you must realize that an organization among low income families is a unique idea. They work on their own with their own leaders and we are happy to say this research project had something to do with bringing them together. They have a purpose. They are still operating on some of the ideas we taught. 

TAUGHT TO SHOP IN SUPERMARKETS 

Let me give you a bit of background in our research project. We concentrated on only four areas. We taught women to operate in the supermarkets, what supermarkets tended to be less expensive, which is the neighborhood Spanish grocery store. We told women about buying simple cotton blouses and the principles to be used in buying other women's and children's clothing. A third area was selection of meats, for we realized there were nutritional problems in selecting meats. This was an area of great interest. Teenage children, for instance, wanted to have hamburgers like their friends in school and the parents wanted rice and beans like the other older people in the neighborhood. The last area was the use of credit. We learned a lot while working in the community. There were also a lot of things that we thought we knew before we started and discovered we often had to change our minds. I was having coffee with a Puerto Rican woman and milk was delivered and I noticed she had lots of bottles. I asked: "Carmen, why do you have milk delivered? You know it's cheaper if you buy it every day at the corner grocery store or the supermarket."

She did not want to talk about it. I said, "Do you buy milk at the supermarket?" She said, "No."

Inquiring further, I discovered these women knew a lot more than I gave them credit for. Some of them had unstable incomes, or were on welfare. Checks came every two weeks and they spent them as they came. It was much easier to be sure you would have milk for the
children by having it delivered, rather than not knowing whether you would have enough money at the end of the two-week period to buy at the store.

So, here the homemaker made a choice, knowing the alternative, and we must give her credit for discovering a solution to a problem.

**HAD MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT SHOPPING**

As the seven months went on we learned the women did have quite a few misconceptions about shopping, and there were other areas where they needed protection. Credit was one of the large areas where they did not have much information. To the home economics students who worked on this project, it was an experience in family living in a culture they knew little about.

The girl students started giving up their spare time and what was a small project with only two people on the staff soon grew to almost an entire department project. The girls became enthusiastic, gave us more and more of their time.

I can't tell you how pleased we all were and I'm sure the school was, too, to see the enthusiasm of these girls as they went out in this community using the knowledge they had acquired in the classroom. The project's over but what was left for those students? First, an experience in being involved in something that's really important, and students like this. Second, a chance to know as friends people they'd only heard about, people who were only statistics, but now they know them as friends.

Perhaps more important though, as these girls go on to participate in educational research projects, is the knowledge that these girls are the professional leaders of the 70's. It was through this project that they gained a much better understanding of how important educational research is and why it needs to be done so carefully.

Women, I find, enjoy participating in a research project. They really liked being asked their opinion and getting action on some of their suggestions. They would hand me a picture of changes. Five weeks, five days or a week later I'd come back and ask if they would like to see those same pictures again and observe the changes made.

**SHOWS PICTURES ON SLIDE PROJECTOR**

And now if you'll turn on the slide projector, I have some photographs and some slides to show you.

Keep your eye on clothing, the urban environment, the food patterns and the idea of many people living together. You don't just go into a community and start a research project. You have to establish rapport and those words are very easy to say but it takes a great deal of time and effort and patience to establish rapport.

This is a community meeting and I wanted you to see that here we have social workers, faculty members, students, homemakers and their children at community planning meetings.

Here we have a social worker who is interpreting the kind of things we were trying to get across. While we were absent the social workers in the community helped re-establish our purpose. This is again a planning meeting.

Now, when I talked about changing pictures, this is an example of what I meant. We drew up these cards, the first set, the second set and so on until they all met with approval. Here are some women going over them to be sure they really are like what we want them to be.

Now here's a picture of an example of what we mean. One of the things that I found in most apartments were deluxe television sets. And this was noted by other students, too. We were visiting homemakers at 8 o'clock in the morning when the children were off to school. A television set seemed to be a very important thing in these homes.

This set of teaching materials was about credit, and this was the most difficult for them to understand, but I think we made some sense with it. And here we used the item that was valued so highly — the television set, and the concept we wanted to teach: buying things on credit.

**THE DOOR-TO-DOOR SALESMAN . . .**

The door to door salesman. Women were eager to talk about him. It usually wasn't difficult to get the homemakers to tell us their experiences with door to door salesmen. And what usually happened after they bought materials from these salesmen.

There were many television sets, three-speed phonographs with two speakers, and other machines that weren't working, and they didn't know how they could get them fixed.

When we started actually getting the program moving, we spent much time organizing community leaders. This picture shows the language master. The girl is running the language master. These are the actual size cards we used in the project. You can imagine a floor tape recorder, the line along the bottom is actually a tape recording and we transfer this floor machine and as it went by it would give one phrase in English.

We played it again and the second time it went through the same words, the same message, given in Spanish, so that for each set of materials — meat, shopping and credit — the Puerto Rican homemakers were given the same information in two different ways on this language master and these are the language master cards. First in English and then in Spanish.
Learning wasn't easy. It took a great deal of concentration to pay attention to these cards as they were going through. The women really made an effort and you can see that some of the children weren't too eager to learn.

While the mothers were trying to concentrate on getting a little bit more information, some of the girls from the Home Economics Department were taking care of children in the next room — and there were many, many children.

This is one of our favorite pictures of children working with the college girls. There were refreshments for everyone and after the learning process was over we had a kind of a party for all the people in the community.

The outcome of this research project was much more than having complete statistical results on which was the better way to teach. We now have a set of teaching materials that will work, and we know that Puerto Rican women can learn, and learn well.

Now that we have some idea of the kind of materials needed we have a head start and are ready to begin our next project.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
By Irene Oppenheim
School of Education, New York University

It is both a pleasure and a privilege to be here tonight. Part of my pleasure is the opportunity to be in California. There is something very lovely and very stimulating about the first taste of spring.

Another part of my pleasure is the opportunity to learn more about the exciting things which have been happening in the consumer area in California. I hope that some of the fine consumer legislation and the vigorous consumer activity on the local level will serve as forerunners for similar efforts across the nation.

The last part of my pleasure in being here is that it provides an opportunity for me to learn more about the things that many of you are doing in other parts of the country. I also deem it a privilege to be here with so many of you who have contributed so much to my education.

Gathered here are many of the people who have worked long and hard to further the interests of consumers in this nation. Some have labored long for better legislation, others for improved regulation, and still others for more effective educational programs.

The end result is the present position where consumer issues are recognized as a national concern. The appointment of Mrs. Peterson as Special Assistant to the President for Consumer Affairs is an illustration of this. So is the large and vigorous lobby which opposes consumer legislation.

Father Robert McEwen commented that active opposition is only marshalled when there is evidence of something to oppose. The guidelines for community action programs which were issued by the Office of Economic Opportunity now include consumer education. This is recognition of the potential contribution of this area as a tool in the “War on Poverty,” one of our national concerns at the present time.

In a sense this is an historic moment in the consumer movement. For the first time in a period of prosperity the consumer is a national issue. Historically, the consumer has only been a concern when the breadlines were long, and people needed to stretch dollars to survive.

Today, consumer activity is largely focused on helping people choose wisely in an era of many choices. Much of the proposed consumer legislation is geared to providing the information which will enable people to make intelligent choices. Consumer education is primarily focused on helping people use their resources to get a better life, the kind of life which we now believe all members of an affluent society are entitled to have.

The challenge before us now is what can we do, individually and collectively, to enable people to use their personal and community resources more effectively in the future. Traditionally, people who have identified themselves with the consumer movement have concerned themselves with trying to help people maximize what they have. I interpret this broadly. Better utility rates, the development of shopping skills, or the selecting of ways to use one’s leisure are all aspects of maximizing utilization of resources.

However, we have not concerned ourselves with helping people get more resources to work with. The usual areas of consumer activity, such as credit, packaging, managing money, or even the newer ones such as choosing services, are all concerned with using resources already available to people.

I would hope that in the future we, as consumers, will concern ourselves more actively with the problem of helping people get more resources, as well as continue our interest in helping people maximize what they have. I think problems such as the licensing of nursery schools, what types of sub-professional occupations offer the greatest economic return, what is the economic value of a general high school education versus a trade school program, are areas of concern to consumers.

They are areas of concern which may affect the future of the persons involved in a more important way than if